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Henry waved, and Lily immediately felt people surrounding her and rushing toward her from all 
directions. She instinctively bent down, quickly attacked one of the men who approached her from her 
side with a whirlwind kick, and sent him flying. 
 
After that, she punched her opponents behind her. Three to four people were lying on the ground when 
she finally landed. She quickly glanced at Justin's side and noticed he was also fighting. She did not have 
the time to look at him for too long because more opponents were rushing toward her. 
 
Their skills were not as good as Lily's, but they were one level higher than the Lodge family’s disciples. It 
was not because they had better foundations but because their moves were ruthless. 
 
The Lodge family had a long tradition as an ancient kickboxing family, and in their principle, practitioners 
must first cultivate their virtue before learning kickboxing. Therefore, they learned to be benevolent 
when using their learned kickboxing skills. Their moves were a combination of attack and defense. 
 
However, their opponents used extremely vicious and deadly moves in all their attacks. That was the 
first time Lily had met such opponents. She learned kickboxing when she was young from her 
grandfather and only exchanged blows with members of the Lodge family. 
 
fought was when Nathaniel threatened her in an alley. That 
 
at Justin's side. She saw Justin was also blocking and repelling his share of opponents. Justin did not 
seem to be in danger 
 
‘This can't go on!’ 
 
their 
 
dodged. She caught her opponent's fist in front of her and stopped his momentum. Her opponent's 
strength was shocking, but Lily did not even 
 
Crack! 
 
echoed, followed 
 
kneel on the ground. Another crisp 
 
perfect. The other opponents were stunned. Even Henry, watching on the sidelines, was equally stunned 
 
this girl so 


